The complete 1-loop computation of the processes (χ 0 iχ 0 j ↔ γγ, gg), for any pair of the four MSSM neutralinos, has been performed for an arbitrary c.m energy. As a first application suitable for Dark Matter (DM) searches, the neutralino-neutralino annihilation is studied at relative velocities v/c ≃ 10 −3 describing the present DM distribution in the galactic halo, and v/c ≃ 0.5 determining neutralino relic density contributions. Numerical results are presented for 31 MSSM benchmark models indicating considerable sensitivity to the input parameters. Numerical codes are released, which may be used for the computation of the annihilation any two neutralinos to two photons or two gluons at the aforementioned v/c values. In the near future, we intend to complement them with codes for the inverse process γγ →χ 0 iχ 0 j , observable at the future high energy Linear Colliders.
The nature of the Dark Matter (DM), which is here assumed to be possibly sensitive only to the usual gravitational and weak forces [1, 2] , is still open. At present, a most obvious candidate for such matter in the context of R-parity conserving Supersymmetric (SUSY) theories, should be the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) [3] . In the minimal Supersymmetric models (MSSM), this is most often identified with the lightest neutralinoχ 0 1 [4, 5] . Within MSSM there exist cases though, where the LSP is the purely gravitationally interacting gravitino, while the lightest neutralino may then appear as the next to lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP) [6] .
In any case, depending on the MSSM parameters, one or more neutralinos may sizably contribute to DM [1, 2] . Such DM could be investigated though direct or indirect methods. Direct detection could occur through e.g. the observation of the nucleus recoil induced by theχ 0 1 -nucleus scattering [7] . Experimental setups are looking for such events [8] , and there even exist claims that a signal may have already been observed [9] .
Indirect detection refers to searches of anomalies in the spectrum of the photons, neutrinos, positrons or antiprotons, emitted from cosmologically nearby sites, where the neutralino concentration might be enhanced [1, 2] . Both types of searches are however difficult, because of uncertainties in making precise predictions for the dark matter density distribution in these sites [10] , and the strong sensitivity of the observable quantities on the SUSY parameters.
However, as noticed several years ago [11, 12] , the process 1χ0 1χ 0 1 → γγ (as well as χ 0 1χ 0 1 → γZ), should be particularly interesting for Dark Matter detection, since the neutralino pair annihilation is essentially taking place at rest, producing sharp monochromatic photons. Provided therefore that the cross section σ(χ 0 1χ 0 1 → γγ) and the neutralino concentration in the galactic halo are not very small, the signal to be searched for would be sharp photons coming from the central region of the Galaxy, with energies in the hundred-GeV region.
The companion processχ 0 1χ 0 1 → gg may also be important in some regions of the parameter space, where its sufficiently frequent occurrence may modify the analyses of the neutrino and antiproton signals [13] . Furthermore, if the second neutralinoχ → γγ, gg) may also be interesting; particularly the gluonic mode may then play a role in determining the relic neutralino density and the rates of neutrino and antiproton production [13] .
These statements sufficiently motivate our interest in the general processesχ
. The lowest order non-vanishing contribution to them arise from one loop diagrams involving standard and supersymmetric particle exchanges; i.e. sleptons, squarks, gauginos and additional Higgses, which sensitively depend on the precise SUSY particle spectrum, couplings and mixings. Thus, DM considerations of the processes (χ of two identical neutralinos at vanishing relative velocity [11, 12, 13] . Such approximations may of course be adequate for neutralinos annihilating at present in the galactic halo (or the Sun or Earth), where their average relative velocity is expected to be v/c ≃ 10
[1]. But this low energy limit may not be generally adequate for neutralino relic density computations, which is determined by neutralino annihilation at a time when their average relative velocity prevailing in Cosmos was v/c ≃ 0.5 [1, 14] . We have, therefore, made a complete one loop computation ofχ 0 iχ 0 j ↔ γγ, gg, in a general MSSM model with real parameters, expressing all helicity amplitudes in terms of the Passarino-Veltman functions, for general incoming and outgoing momenta. The derived expressions, which should be useful in both dark matter and LC and LHC studies, are quite complicated though, so that the only efficient way to present them is through numerical codes. Details for both types of processes and applications to collider physics searches, will be given in a separate extended paper [15] .
In the present paper we restrict to studies of theχ
→ gg annihilations in the framework of DM searches, where the average relative velocity v ij of the two neutralinos is small. Two numerical codes, PLATONdml and PLATONdmg are released [16] , which compute the neutralino annihilation cross sections times v ij ; i.e.
−3 , as it would be expected for galactic halo neutralinos at present [11, 12, 1] . In addition, a third code PLATONgrel, is also released, which calculates (v ij /c) · σ(χ 0 iχ 0 j → gg) at v ij /c ≃ 0.5, which should be useful for neutralino relic density computations. The outputs of all codes are in fb.
Procedure.
The generic structure of the one-loop diagrams forχ 0 iχ 0 j → γγ in the 't-Hooft-Feynman gauge, is depicted in Fig.1 , where the types of particles running clockwise inside each loop are: Fig.1 , involving quark and squark loops, is needed. We also note that theχ 0 iχ 0 j -antisymmetry, and the Bose symmetries of the γγ and gg states, provide non-trivial tests for the helicity amplitudes ofχ 0 iχ 0 j → γγ, gg, which we have checked to be satisfied [15] .
General features for small relative velocities. When the relative velocity v ij among the neutralino pairs is small, their c.m energy to order in (v ij /c) 4 , is 
where M ef f is an effective mass-scale, depending on the masses and mixings of the external neutralinos and the particles running inside the loops. For such v ij /c, the two neutralinos are predominantly in a 1 S 0 state, so that only helicity amplitudes satisfying λ 1 = λ 2 and µ 1 = µ 2 are allowed.
The dominant diagrams in this case are the boxes (2), may thus be enhanced, if relatively light stops, sbottoms, and charginos or staus (for the γγ case only) exist, and one of them happens to be almost degenerate to one of the incoming neutralinos; or if a neutral Higgs, with an appropriate CP eigenvalue, is very close to the c.m. neutralino energy, (compare the diagram of Fig.1e-h ). But the most important role in determining the v ij σ-magnitude seems to be played by the nature of the neutralino contents; mixture percentages of Wino, Higgsinos or Bino. The Wino-type neutralinos usually give the largest cross sections, followed up by the Higgsinos, while Binos are most often supplying very small cross sections. This ordering comes from the dominant role played by the box diagrams involving W bosons and the neutralino-chargino-W couplings. For example, it has been emphasized that if the lightest neutralinoχ (2), [11, 12] . We confirm this result. In fact, we have numerically checked that our exact 1-loop computation reproduces the results of [11, 12] , obtained through a non-relativistic treatment of the annihilation cross section of two identical neutralinos at threshold. It should also be remarked that (2) is consistent with unitarity in our calculations, provided that the neutralino masses are in the TeV-range or below, [17] . Thus, higher order effects can be safely ignored.
Illustrations for various MSSM models.
Using the numerical codes PLATONdml, PLATONdmg and PLATONgrel, we obtain the 2 For all MSSM-models we are aware of, the differential cross section is flat for v ij /c 0.5. 3 The lightest h 0 is below threshold in all models considered. Tables 1, 2 and 3 , for an extensive set of benchmark SUSY models involving real parameters only. These models are used here just in order to indicate the range of possible results we could obtain. They all satisfy µ > 0 and have been suggested as being roughly consistent with present theoretical and experimental constraints [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . In constructing these codes, the exact 1-loop expressions forχ 0 iχ 0 j → γγ, gg, have been used. In the same Tables, the grand scale parameters of the various benchmarks MSSM models are also shown. Conveniently, these models are divided into three classes:
• Universal m-SUGRA models. Apart from the µ-sign, there exist four additional GUT scale parameters in these models, namely (m 1/2 , m 0 , A 0 , tan β). They are given in the left part of Table 1 . The SP S-models in this Table come from the Snowmass set [18] , AD(f g5) 1,2 from Fig.5 of [19] , and Rosz 2 from Fig.2 of [20] .
• Non-universal m-SUGRA models. The grand scale parameters of theses models are presented in the upper part of Table 2 . In the models AD(f g9) (coming from Fig.9 of [19] ) and SP S6 [18] , m Hu is allowed to deviate at the grand scale from the scalar mass unification condition; while in the CDG-models, the gaugino large scale unification is violated [21] .
• GMSB and AMSB models. The grand scale parameters for the gauge mediated symmetry breaking (GMSB) models (SP S7, SP S8), and the anomaly mediated symmetry breaking (AMSB) models SP S9, are given in Table 3 , [18] .
Using a public code like e.g. SuSpect [23] , the electroweak scale parameters of the above benchmark models may be calculated from their grand scale values; while the also needed total widths of the supersymmetric neutral Higgs particles → γγ) case is the most interesting one for Dark Matter detection in the halo, but the other modes (especially the gluonic ones if they turn out to be appreciable), may play an important role for the determination of the value of the DM relic density and the rates of neutrino and antiproton production [13] . Below we discuss these results, in conjunction with the electroweak scale masses and couplings of the various models.
In all universal mSUGRA models of Table 1 ,χ 0 1 is predominantly a Bino, which implies rather small values for vσ, in agreement with [11, 12] . The smallest vσ values, in the range 4 Compare the diagrams in Fig.1e-h . 5 In some non-universal SUSY models we are using, an HDECAY version is needed allowing independent values for the gaugino parameters M 1 and M 2 at the electroweak scale. We thank Abdelhak Djouadi for providing us with this code.
6 Here (χ The non-universal mSUGRA set of models ( Table 3 , we present the results for the GMSB models (SP S7, SP S8), and the AMSB models SP S9 [18] . In (SP S7, SP S8),χ Table 2 ).
As seen from Tables 1,2 Final comments.
In conclusion, we confirm that v ij σ(χ
, can assume a wide range of values. This arises because these processes start at one loop, thereby being sensitive to many aspects of the sfermion, ino and Higgs boson masses, and the peculiar mass-coincidences appearing in many MSSM cases.
The results should be useful for Dark Matter searches through neutralino annihilation to sharp photons. Roughly, the gamma-ray flux expected in such a case from a direction at an angle ψ with respect to the direction of the galactic center, is given by [10] 
where J(ψ) depends on the dark matter density distribution along the line of sight. Its magnitude is expected to be of order one at high ψ; but it increases as ψ decreases, and in some models it may even reach values up to 10 5 when looking towards the galactic center [10] . On the basis of this, it seems that for vσ(χ [25] . The actual observation of such energetic photons would supply an interesting confirmation of Supersymmetry, provided of course that the actual observations would allow for acceptable values of the relic density of the lightest neutralino. In this respect, the process χ 0 i χ 0 j → γZ may also be interesting, and we are planning to extend our study to it.
The neutralino relic density depends on the total annihilation cross section (summing all final states like ff , W W , ZZ, ...) [2] . Concerning this, we have found that the gluonic channel may be important in some models, and that occasionally considerable variations may appear in v ij σ(χ [16] .
If the emerging overall picture turns out to be cosmologically consistent, it will give a stringent test on SUSY models, particularly ifχ 0 1χ 0 1 → γZ is also observed with the correct properties. Particle Physics experiments should then provide further tests by studying neutralino production at high energy colliders, through the inverse processes γγ →χ 0 iχ 0 j at LC and gg →χ 0 iχ 0 j at LHC. A theoretical study of these processes using the same benchmark models as in the present paper is in preparation [15] . Table 2 : Non-universal mSUGRA Models: Input parameters are given at the grand scale using dimensions in GeV and the convention M 2 > 0. In all cases µ > 0. 
